
giro kids helmet supplier china, china kids helmet
supplier

The specification of giro kids helmet supplier china:

Model No.  AU-C06      giro kids helmet supplier china
 Material  In-mold EPS liner & PC shell 
 Certification  CE EN1078     child bike helmets
 Vents  13 air vents
 Color  Pantone, customized
 size/head circumference  S: 45-50cm ; M: 50-55cm; L: 54-58
 Weight  225g
 Sample Time  7 days
 MOQ  300pcs
 Package details  PP bag+individual color box packing+mastercarton

The advantages of giro kids helmet supplier china: 
1. it's super lightest, only 225g, and well-ventilated, 
2. in-mould technology: seamless , when the helmet by the impact , the entire helmet uniform force, 
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3. Thicken PC shell ,protection would be sharply increased. 
4. High density gray EPS material, light weight, Shock resistance,provide reliable protection . 
5. with patent adjustment headlock buckle , PA webbing, washable pads. 
6. Lining Pad equipped with hot-pressing technology. 
7. Certification: CE-EN1078 certified for impact protection.

The detail pictures of giro kids helmet supplier china:
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The Customized accessories: 

There are four different helmet strap buckle for your freely choice: 

- Standard ITW brand Nylon helmet buckle 
- Traditional helmet buckle 
- Patent self-developed magnetic buckle (the comprehensive safety, functionality and great ease of 
use of helmets with the "one-hand fastener",with strong magnets make them easy to close and open, very
convenient and safe). 
- Fidlock brand magetic buckle. 

Customized varieties colors of helmet accessories for your freely choice: 

- Available helmet lockable strap divider in varieties color. 
- Available helmet strap buckle in varieties colors. 
- Available helmet strap holder in varieties colors.



Don't be surprised! As a factory with 23-year R&D experience, we have developed a serie of adjustments
for different helmets & comply with different helmet designs!You can find Up & Down adjuster, Y shape
adjuster, LED adjuster,full head adjuster, transparent adjuster, integrated adjuster, etc. all at our factory!
What's more, in order to satisfy your brand demand, we can add logo stickers or customize your exclusive
adjuster according to your design or idea! The multi-color combination of our adjustments is also one of its
highlights.We promise every rotating dial adjustment is of well-made & can provide you a comfortable &
stable fitting experience! 



There different kinds of inner padding fabric options. 
EVA pads: It is closed cell and impervious to water, has resilient feel. 
Mesh pads: it can prevent dust and small insect fly into the helmet during wild riding. 
Nylon pads: antibacterial and skin-friendly, easy to clean. 
Velvet pads: very soft and comfortable feeling. 
Cool max pads: very high-end, can keep the hair dry and cool during riding. 
Low quality pads: easy broken after friction with hair, uncomfortable and hot. 



Breathability and comfort are extremely important, that's why the Manta features Airlite straps which are
15% lighter than a standard helmet strap. Tetoron straps are lighter, stronger and more breathable than a
normal helmet strap. They also do not stick to the face as easily when temperatures begin to increase.
Fast Adapting System webbing can be easily and continuously tailored to your exact head shape. The
helmet stays securely on the head in all situations and the webbing straps are always in the best position. 



The head circumference knowledge of china kids helmet:
European Headform:
An Oval shaped helmet is designed for a rider's head with a dimension which is considerably fit for
Europeans. 
Generic headform:
A generic headform helmet is designed for a rider's head with a dimension which is slightly longer front-to-
back than its side-to-side measurement.
Asian headform:
A Round shaped helmet is designed for a rider's head with a dimension which is condierably fit for Asians.



Our Test lab:
The machines for different tests （ resistant, retention system, lateral deformation etc...） in our In-house
testing lab are totally the same with the testing organization, we will strictly control the helmet quality
before delivery.



Certification:
Below is our certificate :we have ISO9001 ,letters patent ,CE documents ,and we have our own lab to make
sure every our product can meet the testing requirements



Manufacturer
Aurora Sports is a helmet manufacturer, with more than 15 years experience in producing all types of
helmets. In-house design and R&D teams with established experience, allows Aurora Sports to quickly
answer to demanding requirements and create from scratch whole programs and collections with rigorous
quality standards.

Design & Creativity
Our in-house design facility coupled with our creative Account team enables us to create innovative
helmets ideally suited to our clients target market - the company combines creativity and sourcing in a
unique partnership to bring the best to any sports campaign.



The factory pictures:
The helmet production procedure is as below:

silk screen → PC blister tooling → PC blister manufacture → Trimming dug hole → EPS raw material by
different density → EPS in-mold tooling → helmet in-mold workshop → in-mold machines → in-mold
tooling → in-mold producing process → semi-finished in-mold helmet → IQC inspection → helmet
grinding → inner padding production → plastic injection workshop → assembly line →inside
labeling → packing → warehouse → installed counters.



The delivery express:
We provide a wide rang of payment terms. You can choose the best method to fulfill the payment. In order
to improve the shipping efficiency & reduce the cost, we have built a long relationship with international
shipping companies & big shipping agents. According to your helmet order quantity & shipping
requirements, we can provide you the best suggestion & assistance.Make every step with us secure &
satisfied!




